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Abstract—Smart, ultrascaled, always-on wearable (and
implantable) sensors are an exciting frontier of modern
medicine. Among them, minimally invasive microneedles
(MN) are an emerging technology platform for theragnostic
applications. Compared to traditional continuous glucose
measurement (CGM) devices, these MNs offer painless inser-
tion and simple operation. These MN systems, however, rely
on analyte diffusion from the interstitial fluid (ISF) to the
sensing site, and thus, 1) introduce a substantial and intrinsic
diffusion delay in sensor response, and 2) reduce the analyte
concentration to which the sensor must respond. A diversity
of experimental platforms has been proposed to improve per-
formance, but their optimization relies on empirical iterative
approaches. Here, we integrate the theory of transient flux balance and the biomimetic concepts from ion uptake by
bacteria to derive a generalized physics-guided model for MN sensors. The framework suggests strategies to minimize
response time and maximize extracted analyte concentration in terms of the geometric and physical properties of
the system. Our results show that there exists an intrinsic tradeoff between response time and extracted analyte
concentration. Our model, validated against numerical simulations and experiment data, offers a predictive design
framework that would significantly reduce the optimization time for MN-based sensor platforms.

Index Terms— Amperometry, microneedle (MN) patch, modeling, response time, sensitivity, wearable and implantable
(WI) sensors.

I. INTRODUCTION

SMART healthcare, supported by ultrascaled, always-on
digital electronics and wearable and implantable (WI) sen-
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sors, is an exciting and emerging frontier of modern medicine.
Easier microfabrication, miniaturization, low-power, and -cost
requirements have decentralized the testing site from tradi-
tional laboratories to “under or on skin” platforms [1], [2], [3],
[4], [5]. Well-controlled laboratory-based measurements ben-
efit from a well-defined availability of analyte supply, stable
temperature, and closely monitored component degradation;
therefore, their key focus is to develop high precision sensors
with ultralow detection limit, fast response time, extended
dynamic range, superior sensitivity, and selectivity [6], [7],
[8], [9]. Correspondingly, significant efforts are devoted to
defining the theoretical framework to explain, predict, and
optimize the performance limits of laboratory-based sen-
sors [10], [11], [12]. Many of the theoretical assumptions
valid for laboratory measurements (e.g., analytes diffusing in
a bulk solution) unfortunately do not hold for WI sensors;
their analyte detection is complicated by uncontrolled transient
processes (diffusion, enzymatic conversion, etc.,) across mul-
tiple domains (skin, interface, sensor patch, etc.) Therefore,
it has been difficult to define response time, limits of detection,
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Fig. 1. (a) Illustration of a MN-based patch for ISF extraction. The sensor consists of MNs, sensor patch, and sensing site (enzyme-electrode).
A lag time between variation of analyte concentration in the blood Gb and sensor response i delays the response. Diffusion between blood
and dermis (first) and between dermis and sensing site (second) are the physiological and sensor-dependent sources of delay, respectively.
(b) Unit cell of a generalized enzymatic electrochemical MN sensor with sensing site in an external wearable patch. The meaning of the parameters
is described in S.I.

and/or sensitivity of this new class of sensors. The optimiza-
tion is further complicated by WI-related considerations, such
as biocompatibility [13], [14], [15], body-to-body variabil-
ity [16], [17], [18], and limited energy supply [19], [20], [21]).
Consequently, we must augment and reframe the theoretical
framework for the design and optimization of WI sensors.

A microneedle (MN)-based patch is a minimally invasive
analyte monitoring and drug delivery platform that allows
continuous measurements over several weeks [22], [23]. The
potential of combining disease diagnostics and drug delivery
makes MN platforms suitable for closed-loop configurations,
such as glycemic management and insulin therapy [24], [25],
[26], [27], [28], [29]. Among the other geometric features
(width, density, etc.) these MNs are substantially shorter (only
a few hundred µm) compared to traditional millimeter-length
hypodermic needles for continuous glucose measurement
(CGM) devices, see Fig. 1(a). Thus, the MNs are minimally
invasive and painless because there are fewer pain receptors
in dermis compared to hypodermis [30], [31], [32], [33].

Among various modalities of MN-integrated sensors, elec-
trochemical transduction combined with enzymatic conversion
offers superior sensitivity and selectivity compared to colori-
metric methods [18], [34], [35], [36], [37], [38], [39]. Once
the interstitial fluid (ISF) accumulates in the patch, analyte
molecules such as glucose G diffuse toward the enzyme-
coated sensors. Here, they undergo the standard conversion
(for example, in hydrogen peroxide, H2O2, and gluconic acid,
C6H12O7)

G + O2 ⇄ H2O2 + C6H12O7. (1)

The H2O2 molecules diffuse within the sensor patch until they
reach the electrode interface for the redox reaction

H2O2 ⇄ O2 + nel (2)

where nel is the number of generated electrons (nel = 2).
Unlike a hypodermic needle, where analytes are extracted by
the vacuum created by the syringe, the analyte in passive
MN sensors must reach the sensing surface by diffusion.

The diffusion-delay introduces an intrinsic lag time between
biofluid extraction and the sensor response, which could be
problematic for many continuous in vivo applications. Specif-
ically, Fig. 1(a) shows that ISF extraction experiences two
sources of delays, namely 1) a physiological 5–15-min lag
time between glucose variations in blood and corresponding
changes in ISF (Gb − G R delay) [30], [40], [41], [42]; and
2) a sensor-dependent 10–60 min lag time between glucose
variations in ISF and amperometric response in the wearable
patch (G R − i delay) [13], [43], [44]. The MN-specific delay
is significant; therefore, researchers have empirically explored
the design-space by varying MN geometry (length, base, and
tip apertures), MN composition (porous and swellable) [22],
[26], [34], [36], ISF transport method (diffusion, capillary,
and convection) [26], [34], [43] or sensing site (inside exter-
nal patch, inside MN volume, on MN surface) [18], [35],
[45], [46], [47]. Without a theory for MN sensors, however,
the current design and optimization rely on time-consuming
empirical iterative approaches [48]. Numerical simulations
based on the finite element method have been used, but only to
interpret specific experimental results [17], [49], [50]. Without
a theoretical framework to rapidly explore the parameter space,
it is difficult, if not impossible, to design, and optimize an
MN sensor that would achieve the desired sensitivity with
minimum response delay.

In this article, we develop a generalized physics-based
model to analyze the geometry-dependent response delay
and sensitivity observed in hollow-type MN sensors (ISF
accessing the patch across the MN tip aperture). In Section II,
we numerically simulate the time and position-dependent
concentration of analyte molecules across the MN sensor.
In Section III, we introduce the theoretical framework of
overall transient response. In Section IV, we validate the model
against numerical simulations and experiments. In Section V,
we discuss guidelines and conclusions for sensor optimization.

II. NUMERICAL MODELING

Fig. 1(a) shows a typical MN patch that accommodates
hundreds of MNs per square centimeter. We will focus on
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a unit cell defined by two rectangular domains (sensor patch
and skin dermis) interconnected by a hollow parallelepiped
with a square cross section (representing individual MNs),
see Fig. 1(b). The enzymatic sensor is placed on the upper
end of the sensor patch. We use the COMSOL Multiphysics
finite-element software to simulate the impact of MN param-
eters on sensor response. We first define the fundamental
physical processes within each domain, and guarantee flux
continuity across the interfaces. The Fick’s second law cap-
tures the analyte diffusion

∂ρ

∂t
= ∇

(
Dρ∇ρ

)
(3)

where ρ is the analyte concentration with diffusivity Dρ in
the corresponding domain (Dbody, Dn , Dch for skin, MN,
and sensor patch, respectively). In the enzyme layer, the
analyte dynamics consists of diffusion (with diffusivity Dez)
and enzymatic G − to − H2O2 conversion, assuming sufficient
availability of O2

E + G
k f
−⇀↽−

kr

EG
kc
−⇀ E + H2O2

dG
dt

= −k f E · G + kr EG

d E
dt

= −k f E · G + kr EG + kcEG

dEG
dt

= +k f E · G − kr EG − kcEG

dH2O2

dt
= +kcEG (4)

where k f , kr , kc are the rate constants for the forward, reverse,
and catalytic steps of the conversion process with free enzyme
concentration E . Mass conservation dictates Etot = E(t) +

EG(t), where Etot and EG(t) are the total enzyme concen-
tration and intermediate complex, respectively. Subsequently,
the Butler–Volmer formalism describes the redox reaction on
the electrode surface. By assuming an applied voltage higher
than equilibrium potential, Vapp > V0, the H2O2 conversion
dominates the reaction

i(t) ∝ nelk0ρH2O2,s(t)e
(nel−α)(Vapp−V0)

RT (5)

where k0 is the heterogenous rate constant, ρH2O2,s(t) is
the time-dependent hydrogen peroxide concentration at the
electrode surface, T is the temperature, and α is the transfer
coefficient. The simulation details are summarized in S.I.

The results of the COMSOL simulation are shown in
Fig. 2. Fig. 2(a) plots G averaged within the enzyme volume,
(Gez(t))/G R , as a function of MN aperture s, MN length ln ,
and MN diffusivity D. Here, G R is the fixed glucose con-
centration in the dermis. The results confirm that the overall
delay has several components. For the design corresponding
to Fig. 2(a) (see S.I.), a minimum delay of approximately
15 minutes (103 s) is required for glucose to diffusion through
the MN and the sensor patch before reaching the enzyme
layer. Subsequent glucose accumulation and enzyme conver-
sion produce an exponential response, reflected in the rapidly
increasing amperometric current. Ultimately, the steady-state
condition is reached in around 330 min (2 · 104 s).

Although the diffusion–reaction kinetics are intuitive, it is
not easy to quantify the role of individual MN parameters so
to minimize the sensor response. Indeed, it is unclear why MN
aperture and MN length so strongly impact the accumulated
glucose concentration in the enzyme layer (micromolar in the
patch versus millimolar in dermis), while the impact of their
variation on the response time is essentially negligible, see
Fig. 2(a) (left, center).

For additional insights at various stages of the time-response
of s = 25 µm, Fig. 2(b) shows the 2-D snapshots of normal-
ized G in the central plane of the MN sensor at t1 = 102 s
(left), t2 = 104 s (center) and t3 = 105 s (right). Similarly,
Fig. 2(c) shows the normalized G (solid line) and H2O2
(dashed line) projections along the center cut at t1 = 102 s
(left), t2 = 104 s (center) and t3 = 105 s (right). Fig. 2(b)
suggests the dynamics of glucose transport is complicated and
the variation of glucose profile in the patch seems minimal,
especially between t = t2 and t = t3 plots.

Fig. 2(c) offers significant insights regarding the spatial
dynamics of the analyte molecules. In the dermis (pink
background, 2500–3000 µm), G and H2O2 profiles show
a negligible gradient; Instead, within the MN (gray back-
ground, 2000–2500 µm), sensor patch (light blue background,
30–2000 µm) and enzyme layer (orange background,
0–30 µm), the concentration profiles drop linearly. Specifi-
cally, the G profile (t = t2 and t = t3 plots) drops by
2–3 orders of magnitude in the MN compared to less than
an order magnitude variation within the sensor patch. Within
the enzyme layer, enzyme conversion, and electrode reaction
are reflected in the substantial drop for G and H2O2 pro-
files. This slope, which is pinned at the electrode interface,
is responsible for a constant amperometric current. Finally, the
boundaries across the domains (dermis-MN, MN-sensor patch,
MN-enzyme) show a nonlinear drop of analyte concentrations.

These observations anticipate the derivations of the analyt-
ical framework to be discussed in Section III, which will be
pivotal in 1) decoupling the role of MN, sensor patch, and
enzyme layer in MN response time and sensitivity, and thereby
2) justifying the concentration profiles shown in Fig. 2.

III. TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF MN-BASED SENSORS

Here, we will show that the time-dependent response Gez(t),
calculated numerically and summarized in Fig. 2(a), can be
analytically represented as

Gez (t)

Gez,ss
= 1 +

(
Gez (t = tMN + tCH)

Gez,ss
− 1

)
e

t−(tMN+tCH)
tEZ (6)

where (tMN + tCH) is the turn-on delay due to analyte transport
through the MN and sensor patch. The exponential-like form
has a time constant equal to tEZ and steady-state concentration
Gez,ss. Because the enzyme-related time (tEZ) is the time
constant of the exponential response, (6), tEZ is defined as
the time required by Gez(t) to reach the 63% of its steady-
state value. In the analysis below, we will derive analytical
expressions for 1) the response time (tMN, tCH, tEZ); 2) its
steady-state concentration (Gez,ss); and 3) the averaged glu-
cose concentration extracted in the patch (Gch,ss). The result
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Fig. 2. COMSOL-based numerical simulations. (a) Impact of MN aperture sbase = stip = s (left), MN length ln (center), and MN diffusivity
Dch = Dn = D (right) on normalized glucose concentration G averaged within the enzyme volume, Gez(t). Related to the response for s = 25 µm
(left, red line) in (a) and (b) are the 2-D snapshots of normalized G in the central plane at t1 = 102 s (left), t2 = 104 s (center) and t3 = 105 s (right).
The differences between t = t2 and t = t3 seem minimal. Related to the response for s = 25 µm (left, red line) in (a) and (c) are the normalized
G and H2O2 projections along the center cut at t1 = 102 s (left), t2 = 104 s (center) and t3 = 105 s (right). Here, enzyme layer (0–30 µm),
sensor patch (30–2000 µm), MN (2000–2500 µm), and dermis (2500–3000 µm) are illustrated in orange, light blue, gray, and pink backgrounds,
respectively. The electrode is at the origin (0 µm).

will capture the response time and sensitivity of MN systems
as a function of the geometric and physical properties of the
sensor system.

A. Theory of Response Time
Fig. 3 illustrates the MN sensor in terms of geometric and

physical properties of the system, and its response (black line),
at a fixed G R (pink line). The total response time ttot is the
sum of individual contributions from MN, patch, enzyme layer

ttot = tMN + tCH + tEZ (7)

where tMN and tCH are the time required by the analyte to
diffuse across the MN and patch, respectively, and tEZ is
the effective time resulting from diffusion and reaction in
the enzyme layer. Based on the linear profile drop shown
in Fig. 2(c), we first approximate each domain as a diffusive
resistor [s · m−3

] to be multiplied by the corresponding ISF
volume to quantify the response time.

1) Transport Delay in the MN: The analyte extraction across
MN tip and base is analogous to ion uptake by bacteria and
gas flow across leaves stomata [51]. Similarly, the molecule
transport along the MN length is analogous to the spreading
resistance of a point contact [52]. Therefore, the resistance
RMN of the MN patch of size L2 can be computed as a
combination of N -parallel resistances (N MNs) as follows:

RMN =
1
N

(
Rbase + Rn + Rtip

)
. (8)

The components of (8) are then expressed in terms of scaled
variables [ln, rT , rB, ri , xch] to generalize the framework for
an arbitrary sensor design. Here, the variable r is the aspect
ratio between MN length ln and MN tip, base, and interspace,
rT = (ln/stip), rB = (ln/sbase), ri = (ln/si ), with stip and sbase
being half of tip and base MN aperture, respectively, si being
the distance between two base sides, and xch being the patch
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Fig. 3. Illustration of an MN sensor in terms of geometry- and
composition-related parameters. (Right) Given a fixed glucose concen-
tration in the dermis (GR) (pink line), the delayed sensor response (black
line) ttot consists of individual contributions tMN, tCH, and tEZ, to achieve
the steady state condition Gez,ss. The ISF reaches the sensing site by
accessing the MN across its tip aperture (gray domain) and diffusing
across the patch (light blue domain) and enzyme layer (orange domain).
Gr, Gl, G0 are the glucose concentrations on bottom side (above MN
base aperture) and top side of the patch (on enzyme-patch solution
interface), and on the electrode surface, respectively.

thickness (see Fig. 3)

Rbase ∝ (Dchsbase)
−1

= R0Wiwbase (9)

Rn ∝ ln
(

Dns2
tip

)−1
= R0Wiwn (10)

Rtip ∝
(
Dbodystip

)−1
= R0Wiwtip (11)

N =

(
L
sd

)2

=

(
L

si + 2sbase

)2

=
L2r2

B
4l2

n Wi
(12)

where

R0 ≡
π

4
lnrT

DbodyL2r2
B

(13a)

Wi ≡ 1 +
rB

ri
+

r2
B

4r2
i

(13b)

WMN ≡ wbase + wn + wtip (13c)

wbase ≡
Dbody

Dch

rB

rT
(13d)

wn ≡
4
π

Dbody

δn Dn

rT

rT + 1

rT

(
rB

rT

)2(rT +1)

rT
+ 1

 (13e)

wtip ≡ 1. (13f)

Equations (9)–(11) are diffusion resistances of base aperture,
MN length, and tip aperture, respectively [51], [53]. Equation
(13a) is the normalized resistance of the MN patch, (13b),
(13c) are the correction factors W accounting for MN spacing
(Wi , related to MN density) and MN sharpness (WMN), respec-
tively. The individual weights w are described in (13d)–(13f).
The parameter δn in (13e) accounts for the dimensionality
(2 ≤ δn ≤ 6) of the analyte transport across the MN.

The transport time tMN is the product of individual MN
resistances, (9)–(11), and the corresponding effective volumes,
Veff

tMN = RbaseVbase,eff + Rn Vn + RtipVtip,eff. (14)

For a MN shaped as a truncated pyramid, Vn ≡ (4/3)ln(s2
base+

s2
tip + sbasestip) = (4/3)l3

n((1/r2
B) + (1/r2

T ) + 1/(rBrT )), and
Veff(ln, r) = ln((ζ/ ln) + (σ/r)) where r = (ln/s) is the
scaled ratio, and ζ and σ are fitting parameters (see S.I.).
The contributions from Veff are important only for µm-sized
MN patches. For typical MNs, Vn ≫ Veff, and tMN ≈ Rn Vn .

2) Transport Delay in the Sensor Patch: The concentration
drop in the sensor patch during the initial transient is linear.
Therefore, its diffusion time is the product between patch
resistance Rch and patch volume Vch:

tCH = RchVch. (15)

For a parallelepiped patch of thickness xch and area w2
pt

tCH =

(
xch − xbase,eff

)2
δch Dch

≈
x2

ch
δch Dch

(16)

where xbase,eff ∝ sbase is the effective width of effective
volume Vbase,eff, and δch accounts for the dimensionality (2 ≤

δch ≤ 6) of the analyte transport across the sensor patch.
3) Reaction Delay Due to Enzyme: The competition between

analyte diffusion and enzyme reaction produces the expo-
nential transient. Specifically, (4) governs the complex
time-dependent interplay between the variables G, E , EG,
and H2O2 through the enzyme conversion rates k f , kr , and
kc. An analytical solution for the time-dependent volume-
averaged molecule profile is difficult. However, numerical
simulations confirm that transport time across the sensor
(rather than efficiency of enzyme conversion) dictates tEZ.
Fig. 4 shows the profile of G, E , EG, H2O2 molecules
along the central cut of the enzyme layer at three subsequent
times during the exponential rise. Unlike other molecules (G,
H2O2, EG corresponding to solid, dashed, dotted lines), the
free enzyme concentration (dash-dotted line) is essentially
unchanged during the reaction transient. Because E is much
higher than incoming G, the intermediate complex EG is
limited to a very small amount; since E + EG = Etot,
we conclude E ≈ Etot for the entire transient. In other words,
the G supply limits the enzyme reaction

tEZ = γ63
(
RbaseVbase,eff + Rn Vn + RtipVtip,eff + RchVch

)
≈ γ63 RchVch = γ63

x2
ch

Dch
. (17)

Here, γ63 ≈ 1 − 2 is a parameter calibrated to a single
numerical simulation and kept unchanged for all designs.

B. Steady State Concentration
To derive an analytical form for Gez(t), we integrate (4)

and solve a flux balance for G in the enzyme layer

d#G

dt
= NAVez

dGez

dt
= IG,in − IG,out − Iez (18a)

IG,in − IG,out ≃ NA R−1
diff
(
G R − Gez

)
(18b)

Iez = NAVez
kc EtotGez

KM + Gez
≃ NAVez

kc Etot

KM
Gez

(18c)
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Fig. 4. COMSOL-based numerical simulations. Normalized molecule profiles (G, E, EG, H2O2) in the central cut of the enzyme layer for the
sensor design discussed in Fig. 2(a), s = 25 µm, at (a) t1 = 102 s, (b) t2 = 104 s, and (c) t3 = 105 s. E, G, H2O2, EG concentration profiles are
dash-dotted, solid, dashed, and dotted lines, respectively.

where #G is the number of glucose molecules, Vez ≡ w2
ptxez is

the enzyme volume (the unit cell has a square surface of side
wpt and thickness xez), NA is the Avogadro number. Equation
(18a) explains the G build-up in the enzyme is given by the
balance of the incoming versus outgoing glucose fluxes [i.e.,
IG,in − IG,out, (18b)] and G − to − H2O2 conversion flux
[i.e., Iez, (18c)]. Equation (18b) indicates that flux balance
is dictated by the concentration differences and inversely pro-
portional to the sensor resistance, Rdiff = RMN+Rch. Equation
(18c) is the Michaelis-Menten formalism, with KM being
the Michaelis-Menten constant. We assume 1) the enzymatic
dynamics occurs at a faster time scale than the overall transport
in the MN sensor and 2) KM ≫ G R ≥ Gez for glucose
concentrations in ISF [11]. The steady state solution of (18a)
gives the following:

Gez,ss

G R
= ηez

τez

τez + τdiff
(19)

where ηez ≈ 1 is a parameter calibrated to a single numerical
simulation and kept unchanged for all designs, τez = RezVez =

KM/(kc Etot), and τdiff = RdiffVez.

C. Extracted Analyte Concentration
Regardless of the transduction mechanism (colorimetric,

electrochemical, etc.,) we define sensitivity and limit of detec-
tion as follows. Sensitivity is the relative change of the
sensor response with respect to the input analyte concentra-
tion; the limit of detection is the minimum signal detectable
by the instrumentation. For an MN sensor, we relate them to
the analyte concentration accumulating in the patch, Gch,ss.
Gch,ss is a critical parameter to be assessed as the analyte
concentration is scaled down across the MN by many orders
of magnitude, as shown in Fig. 2(c). By degrading Gch,ss, the
sensor may not satisfy the minimum signal level set by the
noise limit, failing to register analyte fluctuations in the skin.
Therefore, sensitivity and limit of detection must be defined
in terms of geometric and physical properties of the system.

To derive Gch,ss, first we apply flux continuity among
the domains in steady-state regime, and then average the

contributions in the patch

G R − Gr

RMN
=

Gr − Gl

Rch
=

Gl − G0

Rez
(20a)

Gch,ss ≃
Gr + Gl

xch
(20b)

where Gr , Gl , G0 are the glucose concentrations on the bottom
side (above MN base aperture) and top side of the patch
(on enzyme-patch solution interface), and on the electrode
surface, respectively (see Fig. 3). We combine (20a) and
(20b) to get an expression for Gch,ss in terms of MN sensor
parameters

Gch,ss

G R
= ηch

Rez +
Rch
2

RMN
(21)

where ηch ≈ 1 is a parameter calibrated to a single numer-
ical simulation and kept unchanged for all designs. Here,
we assume 1) the electron transfer is not the limiting factor
(G0 ≈ 0) and 2) Gr ≪ G R , see Fig. 2(c). For conventional
MN sensors based on limited-analyte supply, (Rch/2) ≥ Rez.

IV. VALIDATION OF THE RESULTS

A. Numerical Validation
We follow the sensor design described in Section II to

validate the theoretical framework derived in Section III. The
geometric and physical parameters are described in S.I.

Fig. 5(a1) and (a2) shows the excellent agreement between
theoretical response, (6), and COMSOL numerical results for
different MN geometric and physical parameters. Fig. 5(a1)
confirms the linearity between Gez,ss and G R if Gez(t) ≪ KM
for a fixed MN geometry. Similarly, Fig. 5(a2) validates the
impact of MN geometry, given a fixed G R .

Fig. 5 also validates the theory of response time,
Fig. 5(b1)–(e1), and sensitivity, Fig. 5(b2)–(e2) against COM-
SOL modeling as a function of geometric and physical param-
eters (rT = rB = r, ln, D, xch).

The analytical model offers several insights. First, as shown
in Fig. 5(b)–(e), the total response time [black line, (7)], ranges
over many orders of magnitude (tens of minutes to tens of
hours) depending on sensor geometry and physical properties.
Diffusion time across the patch [tCH, (16)], and enzyme-related
delay [tEZ, (17)] set the fundamental limit of the sensor.
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Fig. 5. Numerical validation. (a1) Gez(t) for GR = 1,2,3,4,5 mm.
Inset is Gez sensitivity plot. (a2) Normalized Gez(t) for r = (ln/s) =

20,30,40. Here, δn = 5, δch = 4, γ63 = 1.7, ηez = 1.1. Impact of (b) MN
aspect ratio r = (ln/s), (c) MN length ln, (d) MN and patch diffusivity D,
(e) patch thickness xch on response time (tMN, tCH, tEZ, ttot) (b1)–(e1)
and normalized glucose concentration Gez,ss, Gch,ss (b2)–(e2). Here,
δn = 5, δch = 4, γ63 = 1.1, ηez = 1.1, ηch = 4. Solid line is the
analytical theory, square symbols are COMSOL numerical results.

Finally, the design of MN does not affect the response time but
plays a critical role in suppressing the availability of analyte
concentration in the patch by several orders of magnitude [blue
line, Fig. 5(b2)–(e2)].

Fig. 6. Experimental validation. Theory (diamond symbol) versus
experiments (circle symbol). tMN and ttot are gray and black symbols,
respectively. MNs absorb analyte across tip aperture (MN 2) and lateral
surface (MN 1 and 3 with corresponding diffusivity Dn). Sensors 4 and
5 absorb analyte across lateral surface and tip aperture, respectively.
The fitting parameters are addressed in Table S2 in S.I. For MN 2, further
details on fabrication and characterization are provided in S.I.

B. Experimental Validation
Fig. 6 shows the excellent agreement between the theory

and experiments for a variety of MN sensors. Specifically,
we apply (14) and (7) to assess tMN (gray symbol) and ttot
(black symbol), respectively. Theoretical settings are discussed
in S.I.

As expected, the theory predicts an experimentally observed
delay of tens of minutes, excluding the physiological lag time.
Although the model is derived for hollow-type MN sensors,
the theory is easily generalized to other MN technologies with
appropriate modification of the absorbing shape factor [54].
For example, to account for MNs absorbing ISF across their
3-D geometry (swellable or porous MNs), we introduce a
shape factor ϵabs so that (14) becomes t∗MN = (tMN/ϵabs)

(See S.I.).
The small residual difference between theory and experi-

ments may result from different sources. First, the effective
dimension of MNs is not reported (MN tip, penetration
length), and is estimated from the images included in the
experimental papers. Second, an intrinsic variability affects
material composition, with a corresponding impact on individ-
ual diffusivities. Third, the theory assumes passive transport
operated by time-independent geometry of MNs (MN swelling
is neglected). Despite these approximations, theoretical predic-
tion anticipates/interprets the experimental results consistently
and with high accuracy.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

MN technology has developed a broad diversity of plat-
forms, which differ from each other for ISF extraction site
(hollow versus swellable/porous), transport method (diffu-
sion/capillary/convection forces), and sensing site (external
sensor patch/on board/MN surface). The theoretical frame-
work developed in this article suggests guidelines for design
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and optimization of fast-response MN sensors. Overall, the
response time ttot ranges between tens of minutes to a few
hours, offering significant room for improvement.

To minimize the response time, the contributions of (7)
should be minimized and, if possible, eliminated. Among the
approaches, optimization of sensor geometry with reduced
patch thickness, MN length, and aspect ratios is the sim-
plest to pursue. Thinner patches minimize diffusion time,
but they also reduce the extracted analyte concentration, see
Fig. 5(e1) and (e2). The diffusion time is also reduced if
the sensing site is located close to the MN (on the MN
surface or integrated within the MN volume). Also, high-
diffusivity patches made of PBS [26] or MeHA [33] can
substantially reduce the response time.

Once µm-sized patches are designed for a fast sensor
response, MNs should be optimized. For conventional MNs,
(14), (17), (19), (21) suggest that the role of the base aperture
is negligible in the performance. Instead, length, tip aperture,
and material composition should be carefully designed. The
length should be minimized for a fast response (suppressed
diffusion time Rn Vn) and increased extracted analyte concen-
tration, see Fig. 5(c1) and (c2). Then, for a given resistance
and extracted concentration, the tip aperture should be maxi-
mized, see Fig. 5(b1) and (b2). Finally, MN diffusivity must
be optimized for the tradeoff between fast response time and
extracted concentration, Fig. 5(d1) and (d2).

Although our theory was derived for a specific configuration
(hollow MN/diffusive transport/external patch), the framework
can be easily generalized for an arbitrary system by simple
modifications. The model can be improved in several ways.
First, WI devices suffer from time-dependent accumulation of
biofouling material. This process degrades mechanical stabil-
ity, and electrical performance, especially if the sensing site is
on the MN surface. The model can be broadened to include
biofouling deposition by adding an in-series resistive path
RBF(t) to RMN, (8). Second, although the model investigates
electrical metrics (response time, sensitivity), an optimized
design would include mechanical (MN insertion, buckling) and
biocompatibility (inflammation) considerations. For example,
while a shorter MN length would improve ttot, the design
choice may affect the depth of MN insertion in the skin.
Similarly, a wider tip aperture, which would be beneficial
for electrical performance, may cause more inflammation.
More generally, its principles can be extended to investigate
enzymatic sensors as part of modern devices. The electrical
analogy (i.e., resistances associated with various segments
of MN) used to model the ISF extraction is a generalized
phenomenological approach to describe the operation of an
arbitrary sensor technology; its applicability can be extended
to study the deposition of functionalized layers, enzyme
deactivation, sensor degradation [12]. Although not explicitly
addressed, the role of capillary forces would be embedded in
the theory of diffusion. The diffusivity coefficient of diffusion
transport would be translated into an effective parameter
capturing capillary transport.

To summarize, hollow-type MN sensors based on diffusive
transport suffer from a slow design-dependent response. This
is problematic as it limits the continuous monitoring of the

analyte of interest. Compared to experimental and numerical
efforts, a generalized analytical framework can predict the
performance for an arbitrary sensor. Here, we developed a
physics-guided model to describe MN response time and
sensitivity in terms of geometric and physical properties of
the system. Our model, validated against numerical simula-
tions and experiments from a diversity of MN technologies,
offers a predictive framework for design, and optimization of
MN sensors. Its application can be broadened to investigate:
1) novel MN-based extraction mechanisms (porous, hydrogel);
2) challenges of biofouling deposition and, more generally;
and 3) enzymatic sensors which combine kinetics of diffusion
and reaction.
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